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DIVING



PADI DISCOVER
SCUBA DIVING
Dive into the exhilaration of your inaugural underwater experience 
with our introductory 2-hour program. Revel in the sensation of 
weightlessness, encounter marine life intimately, and admire the 
vibrant coral as you gracefully navigate the reef alongside one of our 
dedicated and seasoned PADI Instructors. Your instructor will impart 
essential skills and knowledge, ensuring a memorable underwater 
adventure.

PADI REPEAT
DISCOVER SCUBA DIVING
After conquering the House Reef dive, extend the aquatic adventure 
by joining us for a second dive aboard our stunning diving dhoni. 
Explore numerous captivating dive sites just a short cruise away from 
the resort, each offering its own unique beauty and marine wonders 
to discover.

HOUSE REEF
PRIVATE (PER PERSON)
SHARED EXPERIENCE (PER PERSON)

BOAT
PRIVATE (PER PERSON)
SHARED EXPERIENCE (PER PERSON)

USD 380++
USD 260++

PRIVATE (PER PERSON)
SHARED EXPERIENCE (PER PERSON)

USD 240++
USD 200++

USD 320++
USD 225++

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



PADI OPEN WATER
DIVER COURSE
Gain your Open Water Certification, enabling you to dive with a 
buddy – independent of a dive professional. You will study dive 
theory via e-learning, and complete practical skills in shallow as well 
as open water dives (four) with your
instructor. 

This certification will open new doors to a wide variety of 
opportunities through the wonder of scuba.

PER PERSON

PADI SCUBA 
DIVER COURSE
The PADI Scuba Diver Course is the first certification level in the PADI 
system. This course can be completed in as little as two days – 
perfect for those with a limited time frame. Upon completion, you 
will be qualified to scuba dive accompanied by a diving professional 
to the maximum depth of 12m/40ft. This course will involve practical 
skill assessments, dive theory, and Open Water Dives. Your 
instructor will be with you every step of the way to guide you 
through.

PER PERSON USD 800++

USD 1,250++

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



UPGRADE FROM SCUBA
DIVER TO OPEN WATER
We will complete the final practical assessments, dive theory, and 
two open water dives. Once this course is complete, you will be able 
to dive with your buddy – independent of a dive professional.

PER PERSON USD 800++

PADI ADVANCED
OPEN WATER DIVER
Explore new horizons, deeper depths, and fresh challenges by becoming 
an Advanced Open Water Diver. This qualification will provide you with 
more specialized dive training. 

This course includes five dives, and each one covers a different specialty. 
Out of five, Deep Diving and Navigation are mandatory – the other three 
are elective. Elective courses include Peak Performance Buoyancy, Drift, 
Night, Search and Recovery, Boat, and much more.

This qualification will enable you to dive with a buddy
up to 30 meters/100 feet.

PER PERSON USD 1,000++

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



PADI ENRICHED
AIR DIVER COURSE
This qualification will help you learn diving with Enriched Air, also 
known as Nitrox, and will help extend your underwater time, enjoy 
longer dives and shorter surface intervals.

This course includes two boat dives.

PER PERSON USD 450++ 

HUVAFEN BUBBLEMAKER
EXPERIENCE
Dive into fun with our scuba session designed for young explorers 
(ages 8-10). Safely hosted in our private villa pools, children get a 
friendly intro to scuba gear, all under expert PADI instructor watch. 
This hour-long splash of excitement culminates in delightful 
underwater games and a commemorative certificate, marking their 
first dip into the diving world.

PER PESON USD 160++

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



DIVE ADVENTURES

Experience the thrill of the deep with single PADI Adventure Dive! From 
the mysteries of night diving to capturing the serene underwater beauty 
on camera, or uncovering sunken treasures, dive as you desire. 
An unforgettable plunge, no full certification required.

PER PERSON

PADI ADVENTURE 
DIVER CERTIFICATION
Elevate your diving journey with our PADI Adventure Diver 
certification. Handpick three adventure dives, from deep diving to 
mastering underwater navigation. Consider this your golden ticket to 
underwater exploration and heightened dive skills.

PER PERSON

USD 200++

USD 700++

RESCUE COURSE
Rescue Diver course will change the way you dive – in the best 
possible way. Learn to identify and fix minor issues before they 
become big problems, gain a lot of confidence and have serious fun 
along the way. Discover why countless divers say Rescue Diver is 
the most rewarding and challenging course.

PER PERSON USD 1,300++

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



PADI SPECIALTY
COURSES
Expand your diving knowledge and confidence by taking one of our PADI 
specialty courses, depending on your experience and training level. 
Explore the wonders of night diving, learn the art of digital photography 
or extend your bottom time and diving comfort with a peak performance 
buoyancy course.

DIGITAL UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY
Incl, 2 dives and camera equipment

NIGHT DIVER
Incl, 3 dives  night dive and fluo dive equipment

DEEP DIVER
Incl, 4 dives 

PEAK PERFORMANCE BUOYANCY
Incl, 2 dives   

We also have other PADI specialties available on request.

USD 450++ 

USD 600++

USD 650++

USD 400++

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



CERTIFIED DIVERS

Orientation dive
Refresher Dive
1 - 5 dives
6 -10 dives
10 + dives

per dive
per dive
per dive
per dive
per dive

USD 140++
USD 200++
USD 140++
USD 125++
USD 110++

USD 115++
USD 150++
USD 110++
USD 100++
USD 90++

Night dive
Fluo night dives
Private instructor

DAN INSURANCE
1 day
7 days
14 days

per dive supplement charge
per dive supplement charge
per dive supplement charge

Explore the beautiful Maldivian reef and thilas surrounding the resort on 
one of the daily dive trips. We will whisk you off to the dive sites in 
unsurpassed comfort. All dives will be led by our highly trained team of 
instructors. 

Explore the vibrant beauty Maldives has to offer as we cruise effortlessly 
down colorful walls, meander our way through the mesmerizing swim, 
and marvel at the extraordinary marine life. You may be able to witness 
marine diversity like Napoleon Wrasse, Sea Turtles, Sharks, Manta Rays, 
and much, much more. 

We can also help you arrange a private guide to  maximize your 
experience.

USD 25++
USD 50++
USD 250++

USD 12++
USD 25++
USD 40++

DIVES
RENTAL 
GEAR

PERSONAL
GEAR

• The minimum age requirement for engaging in diving activities is 10 years old.
• It is imperative to refrain from participating in air travel, including seaplane journeys, within 24 hours 

after completing a dive.
• Theoretical instruction is exclusively available through PADI online learning platforms.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



EQUIPMENT RENTAL

We have the latest state-of-the-art equipment and gear for you to dive 
safely and in comfort. All our equipment is serviced regularly, in line with 
the industry standards.

Cleanliness and hygiene are of utmost importance at FLOAT, which is 
why all pieces of equipment get disinfected after each use.

PER PERSON (PER DIVE)

NITROX FILL (32%)
MASK, FINS, SNORKEL
TORCH
15 L CYLINDER
BCD/REGULATOR SET/ COMPUTER/WETSUIT
(Single Equipment)
(Full Set) 

PHOTO AND
VIDEO RENTAL
Rent a GoPro to capture the treasured moments underwater. 
Capture amazing footage and photos of the beautiful marine life in 
stunning high definition.

USB pen drive is included in the cost.

COMPLIMENTARY
COMPLIMENTARY
USD 15++
ON REQUEST

USD 10++
USD 25++

GO PRO 
GO PRO 3 DIVES
GO PRO 3+ DIVES
OLYMPUS TOUGH
OLYMPUS TOUGH 3 DIVES
OLYMPUS TOUCH 3+ DIVES

PER DIVE
3 DIVES
PER DIVE
PER DIVE
3 DIVES
PER DIVE

USD 60++
USD 150++
USD 40++
USD 50++
USD 120++
USD 30++

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST
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DIVE SPOTS
1.Voshimas
2.Hembadhoo Wreck
3.Makunudu
4.Finger Point
5.Akiri Caves
6.The Wall
7.Birds Island
8.Bat Reef
9.Olhuhali Caves
10.Kagi Kuda Kandu
11.Ghadaffi’s Place
12.Sylviia’s Place
13.Hani Kandu Corner
14.Bodu Gaafaru

Kaafu Atoll
Malé Atoll (K)

15.Kuda Giri
16.Kuda Thili
17. Maha Thila
18.Maha Faru
19.Helengeli Thila
20.Kuda Henlengeli Corner
21.Kuda Helengeli Beyru
22.Doris Caves
23.Kuda Faru
24.Ali Giri
25.Ali Reef
26.Razzag Palace
27.Aladin Reef
28.Trix Caves

30.Bodu Gaa
31.Guruwa Faru
32.Fairy Tale
33.Blue Manta
34.Myaru Faru
35.Asdhoo Canyon
36.Colosseum
37.Aquarium
38.Hp Reef
39.Lankan Manta Point
40.Sunlight Thila
41.Okobe Thila
42.Nassimo Thila
43.Maa Giri Caves

44.Maagiri
45.Fish Tank
46.Furana
47.Banana Reef
48.Rasfari Beyru
49.Rasfari manta Point
50.Bodu Hithi Thila
51.Lady Chrisitine
52.Erlangen
53.Victory Wreck
54.Kiki Reef
55.Kuda Ha
56.Manu Thila

HUVAFEN FUSHI



WATERSPORTS



JETSKI ADVENTURES
Get an adrenaline rush and awaken the senses as you skip across the 
ocean’s surface on one of our exhilarating Jet Ski adventures. This 
activity is a great way to explore the surrounding areas of the resort – 
or further afield. All Jet Ski adventures will be guided by one of our 
friendly and courteous team members.

WATERSKI &
WAKEBOARDING
Enjoy the thrill of zooming across the beautiful Indian Ocean on one 
of our Waterski or Wakeboarding adventures. Cut through the waves 
at speed behind our high-powered speedboat. Flips and tricks are 
optional – but the fun is guaranteed!

PER JETSKI

USD 165++
USD 195++
USD 350++
USD 500++

USD 100++ / 250++
USD 135++

15 MINS
30 MINS
60 MINS
90 MINS, Kaafu Atoll North Tour

EXPERIENCED RIDER 20 MIN / 60MIN
LESSONS 30 MIN

All participants must be 18 years and above to drive the Jet Ski.

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



FUN TUBE
Bounce across the waves with family and friends with one of our 
inflatable rides. Feel the refreshing ocean spray cool you off as we 
weave through our lagoon at high speed.
For the competitive in your midst – why not see who can stay on the 
longest!

WINDSURF LESSONS

Discover the art of windsurfing with our expert instructors! Learn to 
balance, grab the boom, and glide through the water like a pro on a 
perfectly windy day. For your safety, we conduct a competency 
check to ensure you're well-prepared for the excitement. If you're 
already an experienced windsurfer you enjoy this complimentary.

FOR 20 MINUTE RIDES - PER PERSON

INDIVIDUAL
2-4 PEOPLE

COMPETENCY CHECK OR REFRESH
PRIVATE LESSON 60 MINS
EXTRA LESSON

USD 90++
USD 75++

USD 30++
USD 140++
USD 115++

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



KAYAK
Explore our stunning lagoon aboard our cozy kayaks. Whether you 
prefer a peaceful solo paddle or a delightful experience with a 
companion, choose from our regular, glass-bottom, or transparent 
kayaks.

STAND UP
PADDLE BOARDS (SUP)
Explore the shimmering expanse of the Huvafen Fushi lagoon under 
your power. This complimentary activity requires balance and lots of 
perseverance. Master the art and you won’t look back. 

SINGLE SEATER
DOUBLE SEATER
CLEAR BOTTOM KAYAK 60 MIN
TRANSPARENT KAYAK 60 MIN

COMPLIMENTARY
COMPLIMENTARY
COMPLIMENTARY
COMPLIMENTARY

COMPLIMENTARY

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST



ADVENTURES



BIG GAME FISHING
Set sail on a thrilling Big Game Fishing adventure aboard our vessel, ready 
to embrace the playful challenges of the mighty Indian Ocean. Whether 
you're chasing a spectacular sailfish or feeling the rush of reeling in a 
yellowfin tuna, every moment promises a splash of excitement.

Enjoy a warm cup of tea, a refreshing juice, or a hearty sandwich, adding a 
touch of comfort to your adventure.

SUNSET FISHING
Experience the authentic Maldivian lifestyle with fishing, a cherished 
local tradition. What’s more? Our chef will prepare and cook your fish 
to perfection, just in time for lunch the following day.

USD 130++
USD 560++
USD 130++

PER PERSON (MIN 4 PEOPLE)
PRIVATE TRIP (MAX 4 PEOPLE)
EXTRA PERSON

USD 1,200++HALF DAY - 05:30-09:30

17:30 - 19:30, EVERY TUESDAY & SATURDAY 



NIGHT SNORKELING
Jump into the ocean and watch the reef go to sleep. Observe 
the nocturnal fish come out to play as darkness descends 
above. With every inch, you get to discover a new sea 
creature. Keep your eyes peeled for lobster, octopus, and 
lionfish. Using our UV lights and yellow mask filters, you may 
be fortunate enough to see the Bioluminescence dancing in 
the dark.

Wetsuit and torch are provided at no extra cost.

DOLPHIN CRUISE
Immerse yourself in the enchanting world of dolphins as we embark 
on an adventure near our resort. Join our educational presentation 
and hop aboard our luxurious speedboat to explore renowned 
dolphin hotspots. Witness these majestic creatures leaping and 
playing in the bow wake, and seize the opportunity to capture 
enduring memories. While the chance of dolphin sightings is high, it's 
important to note that they are not guaranteed.
 
Indulge in an elegant experience with the inclusion of a glass of 
champagne and canapés, all seamlessly integrated into the 
per-person pricing.

16:00 - 18:30, EVERY MONDAY (SHARED EXPERIENCE)

USD 105++
USD 135++
USD 210++

USD 320++ 
USD 1,500++

NIGHT SNORKELING
FLUO NIGHT SNORKELING
PRIVATE, NIGHT / FLUO SNORKELING

PER PERSON

18:00 - 19:30 – AVAILABLE DAILY

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST

SPEEDBOAT (MAX 6 PEOPLE)
PRIVATE
enjoy the experience on a vessel of your choice.

PER PERSON



GUIDED
HOUSE REEF SNORKELING
Explore the beautiful Huvafen Fushi house reef with one of our 
guides. We will brief you on the best techniques, explain the entry 
and exit procedures. And best of all, we know where all the cool 
critters live. Grab your camera and get snapping!

PRIVATE
MANTA SNORKELING
Experience close encounters with these beautiful animals while 
snorkeling around with the majestic manta in flight. These amazing 
creatures can be found in close proximity to Huvafen. Here you will have 
the opportunity to swim with the Manta Rays up close and personal.
 
Please note that this is a seasonal activity from January - April.

USD 75++
USD 85++

USD 110++

HOUSE REEF SNORKELING
SNORKELING LESSON 
(Only on Fridays, 14:00-15:00)
PRIVATE SNORKELING LESSON

PER PERSON
PER PERSON

PER PERSON

USD 600++
USD 750++
USD 150++

BY SPEED BOAT (MAX 4 PEOPLE)
BY DHONI (MAX 6 PEOPLE) 
EXTRA PERSON

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST

SHARED EXPERIENCE
10:00 - 11:00, EVERY SUNDAY & FRIDAY 
14:00 - 15:00, EVERY THURSDAY WITH MARINE BIOLOGIST 

2 HOURS



CORAL GARDEN
SNORKELING
Create unforgettable memories on our extraordinary coral garden 
snorkeling excursion. Departing from the resort, you'll be 
transported to the snorkel sites in comfort aboard our spacious Boat. 
Immerse yourself in 45 minutes of awe-inspiring underwater 
exploration, guided by our experienced snorkel guides. 

TURTLE SAFARI
This adventure takes place at a nearby reef, providing you with a great 
opportunity to swim alongside these inquisitive creatures, guided by 
our Marine Biologist. The outing includes a briefing on turtle 
identification and an overview of the current global turtle status. If 
fortune smiles upon you, you may even chance upon a new turtle at the 
reef and give it a name, be it after a loved one, a friend, or yourself.

USD 100++
USD 500++
USD 100++

SHARED EXPERIENCE (MIN 4 PEOPLE)
PRIVATE EXPERIENCE (MAX 4 PEOPLE)  - 1.5 HOURS
EXTRA PERSON

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST

10:00 - 11:00, EVERY TUESDAY & SATURDAY

10:00 - 11:30, EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY

USD 150++ 
USD 600++
USD 150++

SHARED EXPERIENCE (MIN 4 PEOPLE)
PRIVATE EXPERIENCE (MAX 4 PEOPLE) - 2 HOURS
EXTRA PERSON

PER PERSON

PER PERSON



WHALE SHARK
EXPEDITION

PRIVATE YACHT CHARTERS
Cruise between enchanting islands, snorkel at untouched reefs, or 
venture to another Atoll—whatever your heart desires, we're here to 
bring your dreams to life. The time, the place, the company—it's all 
yours to choose!
 
Designed for an intimate experience, our personalized adventure 
accommodates a maximum of 4 passengers. Elevate your journey by 
quenching your thirst with the finest bottle of champagne and indulging 
in canapés. Additionally, choose from a delightful selection of food to 
tailor your culinary experience—it's all available for you to order and 
enhance the luxury of your voyage. Get ready for a day filled with 
excitement, indulgence, and memories curated just for you!

Embark on an exhilarating journey to another atoll in pursuit of the 
awe-inspiring whale shark, the crown jewel of the ocean. Your day 
unfolds aboard our luxurious speed boat, a vessel of opulence and style, 
promising an adventure like no other. To elevate your experience, savor 
the excitement with a refreshing bottle of champagne and a selection of 
rejuvenating teas, coffees, and juices on board.

USD 5,000++ (FULL DAY)

TO BE CONFIRMED UPON GUEST REQUEST

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST

This exclusive experience accommodates a maximum of four (4) guests



CORAL ADOPTION
Adopt a coral and give back to the sea that gives so much to us. In line 
with the global campaign to create environmentally aware individuals, 
Huvafen Fushi together with marine environmental scientists, is taking 
steps to protect and preserve the beautiful reef that surrounds our 
resort and local environment. Your coral will grow and thrive in our 
carefully protected coral nursery.

SMALL FRAME
MEDIUM FRAME

USD 65++
USD 100++

All prices are quoted in US Dollars and  Subject to 10% service charge and 16% GST
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Fishing 20 Min.

Turtle Safari 20 Min.

Coral Gardening, 10 Min.

Sandbank Experience, 20 Min.

Night Snorkeling House Reef

Dolphin Cruise
45 Minutes

Surf Spots

Excursions

V A A D H O O  K A N D U

HUVAFEN FUSHI

Tombstones

Jailbreaks

Honkeys & Sultans

Pasta Point

Ninjas
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• Dolhin Cruise 45 Minutes

• Traditional Handline Fishing 20 Minutes

• Turtle Safari 20 Minutes

• Night Snorkeling House Reef
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Two Bedroom Ocean Pavilion with Pool

Ocean Bungalow with Pool (32 - 43) 

Lagoon Bungalow with Pool (18 - 29)

SALT

Beach

Supply Jetty 

Float (Water Sports / Activities)

Beginner Diving Area

Deluxe Beach Bungalow with Pool (1 - 4)

Arrival Jetty

Deluxe Beach Bungalow with Pool (5 – 8)

Deluxe Beach Bungalow with Pool (9 & 10) 

 Yoga Pavilion

 Huvafen Spa

 Underwater Spa Pearl

 Spa Beach

 Gym

 Three Bedroom Beach Pavilion with Pool (11)

 Deluxe Beach Bungalow with Pool (12 - 15)

 Shower and Change Room 

 The Lair / Day Lounge

 Lonu Veyo (Saltwater Flotation Pool)

 Infinity Pool

 UMBar / Vinum

 Fogliani’s

 Celsius 

 Two-bedroom Beach House with Pool

 Deluxe Beach Bungalow with Pool (16 & 17)

 Resort Doctor

 The Rock (Destination Dining / Weddings)

 House Reef Snorkelling – Entry / Exit Buoys

 House Reef Snorkelling – Entry / Exit Buoys 

 Ocean Ladders

Safe  To Snorkel

Stay Clear

Safe For Motorized Watersports

SNORKELING AREAS
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• We do not advise to go swimming / snorkelling alone

• If you do not know how to swim / snorkel, please seek the serives of the FLOAT team.

• Be aware that there are no lifeguard on duty and that you are entering the water at your own risk

• Please get into the water only during day light hours

• Life jackets are available in your villas. We encourage all our guests to wear a life jacket.

• Please stay within our recommended swimming / snorkelling areas

• Be sure to stay close to share and reserve enough energy to get back to shore safely

• Please check weather conditions with a FLOAT team member before you go swimming / snorkelling

• Usage of inflatable items are prohibited in the sea for safety reasons

OUR ADVICE WHEN GOING SNORKELING

Motorized water sports

Jetski Speed - 15 km/h 



F L O A T


